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Basic knowledge for health questions, 

spiritually inquired and answered here. 

 

Rhesus incompatibilities, significance:  

Connections and healing possibilities,  

clarification in a spiritual point of view. 

 

This is Mary Isis speaking. 

 

Children, living souls, living gift from the light of creation. Every child is a gift 

from the source, from the light of creation. Every child is a treasure that 

enriches the earth, in which it makes its treasure visible. Every child is love, 

having come from love, having become love.  

But then, what about this incarnation on earth? It begins when the soul takes 

up residence in the body. This is very individual with each child. Sometimes 

the soul is there before the body is formed. Sometimes the soul comes just 

before the end of the formation of the body. 

 

The complications that happen during a childbirth very often have to do with 

the experience of the soul, with the experience during which it begins its 

walk on earth. And this beginning starts with the decision to come to earth. 

And until the soul then incarnates in this body, quite a lot of things can 

happen and the events that are accomplished, that happen, very often have 

to do with resistances of the soul, resistances to incarnate into this body. 

Often a soul wants to regress again and then complications can arise during 

the childbirth, within the pregnancy.  

 

If a soul, if a human body chooses parents with two blood groups, which are 

not compatible with the body of the fetus, then it has chosen a great 
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challenge! Then it has chosen a suitability test, because it already comes into 

contact with its physical forces from this moment.  

She goes on an adventure that is a tightrope walk. From weakness they 

develop into strength. This is a fierce beginning of life.  

If she manages to survive, this soul, this body, if they both manage to 

survive, then she has passed the test of strength. Then she knows what 

surviving means, and knows how to survive, how she will survive. Because 

the blood that doesn't match, (blood is the source of emotions, blood is the 

source of emotions), if that doesn't match, there is a resistance and that 

resistance is what the body has to fight against. It can be enormous 

resistance.  

 

The body learns very early on to fight against resistance, to recognize 

resistance, to defend itself against it. It develops a form of a defense system, 

which it then takes with it into the following life.  

This defense system helps him to survive, gives him strength when he 

survives it! 

If these children survive it, they will become very strong children, they will 

be children who do not mind the rough wind. They will not be squeamish, 

they will be steadfast, they will master life. 

But they will also be confronted again and again with this survival strength, 

with the bumping up against the resistances, until they get to the bottom of 

themselves and discover the cause. Because THAT is their FIRST form of 

survival, which they have formed during the childbirth!  

During pregnancy, this form of survival is so important to them. But it is a 

very exhausting form. And to let go of that in the realization that by growing 

up there are other forms, there are other ways of sustaining life, that 

realization will bring a great deal of relief. Relief in the sense that a lot of 

energies that weigh on them will dissolve and the path will be smoothed.  
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Very briefly one could also summarize this theme: It is people who learn 

very early to swim against the stream! 
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